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Knowledge Graphs (KGs) have emerged as an effective way to integrate disparate data sources and
model underlying relationships for applications such as search. At Amazon, we use KGs to
represent the hierarchical relationships among products; the relationships between creators and
content on Amazon Music and Prime Video; and information for Alexa’s question-answering
service. Information extracted from KGs in the form of embeddings is used to improve search,
recommend products, and infer missing information. It is however hard to train KG embeddings
from graphs with millions of nodes and billions of edges.
Amazon recently launched DGL-KE, a software package that simplifies this process with simple
command-line scripts. With DGL-KE, users can generate embeddings for very large graphs 2–5x
faster than competing techniques. DGL-KE provides users the flexibility to select models used to
generate embeddings and optimize performance by configuring hardware, data sampling
parameters, and the loss function. To use this package effectively, however, it is important to
understand how embeddings work and the optimizations available to compute them. This two-part
blog series is designed to provide this information and get you ready to start taking advantage of
DGL-KE.

What is a graph
A graph is a structure used to represent things and their relations. It is made of two sets — the set of
nodes (also called vertices) and the set of edges (also called arcs). Each edge itself connects a pair
of nodes indicating that there is a relation between them. This relation can either be undirected, e.g.,
capturing symmetric relations between nodes, or directed, capturing asymmetric relations. For
example, if a graph is used to model the friendship relations of people in a social network, then the
edges will be undirected as they are used to indicate that two people are friends; however, if the
graph is used to model how people follow each other on Twitter, the edges will be directed.
Depending on the edges’ directionality, a graph can be directed or undirected.
Graphs can be either homogeneous or heterogeneous. In a homogeneous graph, all the nodes
represent instances of the same type and all the edges represent relations of the same type. For
instance, a social network is a graph consisting of people and their connections, all representing the
same entity type. In contrast, in a heterogeneous graph, the nodes and edges can be of different

types. For instance, the graph for encoding the information in a marketplace will have buyer, seller,
and product nodes that are connected via wants-to-buy, has-bought, is-customer-of, and is-selling
edges.
Finally, another class of graphs that is especially important for knowledge graphs are multigraphs.
These are graphs that can have multiple (directed) edges between the same pair of nodes and can
also contain loops. These multiple edges are typically of different types and as such most
multigraphs are heterogeneous. Note that graphs that do not allow these multiple edges and selfloops are called simple graphs.

What is a knowledge graph
In the earlier marketplace graph example, the labels assigned to the different node types (buyer,
seller, product) and the different relation types (wants-to-buy, has-bought, is-customer-of, is-selling)
convey precise information (often called semantics) about what the nodes and relations represent
for that particular domain. Once this graph is populated, it will encode the knowledge that we have
about that marketplace as it relates to types of nodes and relations included. Such a graph is an
example of a knowledge graph.
A knowledge graph (KG) is a directed heterogeneous multigraph whose node and relation types
have domain-specific semantics. KGs allow us to encode the knowledge into a form that is human
interpretable and amenable to automated analysis and inference. KGs are becoming a popular
approach to represent diverse types of information in the form of different types of entities
connected via different types of relations.
When working with KGs, we adopt a different terminology than the traditional vertices and edges
used in graphs. The vertices of the knowledge graph are often called entities and the directed edges
are often called triplets and are represented as a (h, r, t) tuple, where h is the head entity, t is the tail
entity, and r is the relation associating the head with the tail entities. Note that the term relation here
refers to the type of the relation (e.g., one of wants-to-buy, has-bought, is-customer-of, and isselling).
Let’s now examine a KG with cast of a people and the world in which they live.
Scenario:
Mary and Tom are siblings and they both are vegetarians, who like potatoes and cheese. Mary and
Tom both work at Amazon. Joe is a bloke who is a colleague of Tom. To make matters
complicated, Joe loves Mary, but we do not know if the feeling is reciprocated.
Joe is from Quebec and is proud of his native dish of Poutine, which is composed of potato,
cheese, and gravy. We also know that gravy contains meat in some form.
Joe is excited to invite Tom for dinner and has sneakily included his sibling, Mary, in the invitation.
His plans are doomed from the get-go as he is planning to serve the vegetarian siblings his favorite
Quebecois dish, Poutine.
Oh! by the way, a piece of geography trivia: Quebec is located in a province of the same name
which in turn is located in Canada.

There are several relationships in this scenario that are not explicitly mentioned but we can simply
infer from what we are given:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mary is a colleague of Tom.
Tom is a colleague of Mary.
Mary is Tom’s sister.
Tom is Mary’s brother.
Poutine has meat.
Poutine is not a vegetarian dish.
Mary and Tom would not eat Poutine.
Poutine is a Canadian dish.
Joe is Canadian.
Amazon is a workplace for Mary, Tom, and Joe.

Some interesting negative conclusions seem intuitive to us, but not to the machine:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Potato does not like Mary.
Canada is not from Joe.
Canada is not located in Quebec.
…
What we have examined is a knowledge graph, a set of nodes with different types of
relations:
1-to-1: Mary is a sibling of Tom.
1-to-N: Amazon is a workplace for Mary, Tom, and Joe.
N-to-1: Joe, Tom, and Mary work at Amazon.
N-to-N: Joe, Mary, and Tom are colleagues.

There are other categorization perspectives on the relationships as well:
• Symmetric: Joe is a colleague of Tom entails Tom is also a colleague of Joe.
• Antisymmetric: Quebec is located in Canada entails that Canada cannot be located in
Quebec.
Figure 1 visualizes a KG that describes the World of Mary. For more information on how to use the
examples, please refer to the code embedded.

Knowledge graph embeddings
Knowledge graph embeddings (KGEs) are low-dimensional representations of the entities and
relations in a knowledge graph. They provide a generalizable context about the overall KG that can
be used to infer relations. In the World of Mary visualized above, embeddings provide insights
about relations among Mary, Joe, and Tom. In a larger and more dense KG, embeddings could
provide insights about molecular property interactions to accelerate drug discovery or cluster user
behaviors of scammers in a gaming network.
The knowledge graph embeddings are computed so that they satisfy certain properties; i.e., they
follow a given KGE model. These KGE models define different score functions that measure the
distance of two entities relative to its relation type in the low-dimensional embedding space. These
score functions are used to train the KGE models so that the entities connected by relations are
close to each other while the entities that are not connected are far away.
There are many popular KGE models such as TransE, TransR, RESCAL, DistMult, ComplEx, and
RotatE, which define different score functions to learn entity and relation embeddings. DGL-KE
makes these implementations accessible with a simple input argument in the command line script.
In this post, we introduce and compare TransE and TransR, two common methods to provide

readers some intuition about the models and the tradeoffs
TransE
Translation based embedding model (TransE) is a representative translational distance model that
represents entities and relations as vectors in the same semantic space of dimension Rd, where d is
the dimension of the target space with reduced dimension. A fact in the source space is represented
as a triplet (h,r,t) where h is short for the head, r is for the relation, and t is for the tail. The
relationship is interpreted as a translation vector so that the embedded entities are connected by
relation r have a short distance. [3, 4]
In terms of vector computation, it could mean adding a head to a relation should approximate to the
relation’s tail or h+r ≈ t.

TransE performs linear transformation and the scoring function is negative distance between:

TransR
TransE cannot cover a relationship that is not 1-to-1 as it learns only one aspect of similarity.
TransR addresses this issue with separating relationship space from entity space where h, t ∈ ℝᵏ and
$r ∈ ℝᵈ. The semantic spaces do not need to be of the same dimension. In the multi-relationship
modeling, we learn a projection matrix M∈ℝᵏˣᵈ for each relationship that can project an entity to
different relationship semantic spaces. Each of these spaces captures a different aspect of an entity
that is related to a distinct relationship. In this case, a head node, h, and tail node, t with a
relationship r are projected into the relationship space using the learned projection matrix Mᵣ as
hᵣ=hMᵣ and tᵣ=tM ᵣrespectively. Figure 4 illustrates this projection.

Let us explore this using an example. Mary and Tom are siblings and colleagues. They both are
vegetarians. Joe also works for Amazon and is a colleague of Mary and Tom. TransE might end up
learning very similar embeddings for Mary, Tom, and Joe because they are colleagues but cannot
recognize the (not) sibling relationship. Using TransR, we learn projection matrices: M_sibling,
M_colleague, and M_vegetarian that perform better at learning relationship like (not)sibling.
The score function in TransR is similar to the one used in TransE and measures the euclidean
distance between h+r and t, but the distance measure is per relationship space. More formally:

Another advantage of TransR over TransE is its ability to extract compositional rules. The ability to
extract rules has two major benefits. It offers richer information and has a smaller memory space as
we can infer some rules from others.
Tradeoffs
The benefits from more expressive projections in TransR adds to the complexity of the model and a
higher rate of data transfer, which has adversely affected distributed training. TransE requires O(d)
parameters per relation, where dd is the dimension of semantic space in TransE and includes both
entities and relationships. As TransR projects entities to a relationship space of dimension kk, it will
require O(kd) parameters per relation. Depending on the size of k, this could potentially increase the
number of parameters drastically. In exploring DGL-KE, we will examine the benefits of DGL-KE
in making computation of knowledge embedding significantly more efficient. [5], [7]
For a detailed overview of other implementations in DGL-KE, please check out our documentation.

What’s Next?
In this blog post, we introduced the concept of Knowledge Graph embeddings (KGEs), how they
work and two popular methods to generate KGEs. In our next post, we will explore how options
available to accelerate training with DGL-KE.
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